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TQA/QWV 10/2012 Agreement with QX Ltd

There is a contractual agreement between QWV/TQA and QX Ltd for Indigo software. Other past agreements have been violated and regulatory compliance of the indigo has been put in jeopardy by counterfeit fraudulent illegal software activation of old non-compliance dysfunctional software. There has been approximately $1,000,000 of lost payments to QX Ltd for these criminal activations. If QX Ltd would insist on payment or pursue police action against the software offenders it would cripple TQA/QWV. It is the hope of this agreement to help TQA/QWV and the indigo to succeed and prosper.

Points of Agreement

TQA/QWV and all operatives agree to stop any further criminal activation. As of this date the only proper legal compliant activation is the 2012 versions thru QX PayPal. Any other activation is illegal. TQA/QWV agrees to pursue criminal prosecution on all agents who activated the illegal software.

Signed

Amsterdam
29th September 2012

[Signatures]
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There is a contractual agreement between QWV/TQA and QX Ltd for Indigo software. Other past agreements have been violated and regulatory compliance of the Indigo has been put in jeopardy by counterfeit fraudulent illegal software activation of old non-compliance dysfunctional software. There has been approximately $1,000,000 of lost payments to QX Ltd for these criminal activations. If QX Ltd would insist on payment or pursue police action against the software offenders it would cripple TQA/QWV. It is the hope of this agreement to help TQA/QWV and the Indigo to succeed and prosper.

QX Ltd is proposing to suspend the software fees on these old criminal activations for 10 years provided that the TQA/QWV organization lives to the following agreements. Any breach of these points of agreement will make the payment of these activations payable at that time.

Points of Agreement

TQA/QWV and all operatives agree to stop any further criminal activation. As of this date the only proper legal compliant activation is the 2012 versions thru QX PayPal. Any other activation is illegal. TQA/QWV agrees to pursue criminal prosecution on all agents who activated the illegal software.

TQA/QWV agrees to not tolerate intolerance. TQA/QWV agrees to not give in to prejudice, bias or bigotry. TQA/QWV and all agents agree to fully support freedom and the legal ability for all to choose their lifestyle and expression of self. TQA/QWV and all agents need to understand that much of the conflict of lifestyle is coming from competitors selling fraudulent devices who sought to induce conflict inside the ranks of the QWV/TQA world. We all must agree to support each other and support freedom to choose. Any comments about Desiree’ Dubouret need to be directed to Desiree’ directly to stop backstabbing and misinformation.

TQA/QWV agrees to strongly suggest and push all of their users, representatives and agents to get and support the IMUNE 12 month course and buy the 400 euro hard drive and get the education on natural medicine. This course is designed to help these teachers and instructors not to replace them. All of these instructors can continue as before and expand their income and quality by using the hard drive, the certified medical university textbooks, the multi-media instruction videos and IMUNE’s accreditation. TQA/QWV agrees to make their network aware of and support the IMUNE of America Biofeedback certification agency. TQA/QWV agrees not to copy fully the hard drive without sending some financial support to IMUNE.

TQA/QWV agrees to make all of its network, agents, and representatives aware of the World Health Products Ratings Service known as WHPRS. This service makes a rating of the health products in the natural energetic medicine field. This service acts as a consumer report to make a rating of the validation, verification, and substantiation of marketing claims. All agents need to be aware of this service.
TQA/QWV agrees to work positively with the BHO to end negativity. TQA/QWV will properly and positively represent and sell for commission or network rewards the Educatio, QX Farm program, SCIO, used SCIOs, the Cybermagneic chair, the IMUNE course and all other BHO connected items.

Desire’ Dubounet agrees to work together with TQA/QWV to save the CE mark and all other registrations, rewrite software for legal compliance for the indigo and to stop negativity and misinformation.

We all agree to work together and minimize negativity and rumors and support each other positively.

Signed

Amsterdam
29th September 2012
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